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Nacecare Advancing VacuumTechnology
NaceCare Vacuums

Advancing Vacuum Technology
NaceCare is raising the bar for
Canister and Backpack programs;

TIME Saver

ySaver

•
•
•

By recovering 20% more soil.
By reducing energy consumption over 40%
By reducing noise levels

•

By doubling motor life - your machines will now last twice as long !

SOIL Removal

HEPA Filtration

Recovering 20% More Soil Means

•
•
•
•
•
KILLS Bed Bug
•

Cleaner homes and buildings
Improved carpet appearance
Better Indoor Air Quality (IAQ)
Longer carpet life
Faster
cleaning
BATTERY Technology
CRI (Carpet and Rug Institute) approved

QUIET Technology

TIME Saver

ECO EnergySaver

SOIL Removal

KILLS Bed Bug

HEPA Filtration

BATTERY Technology

Reducing Energy
Consumption by 40% Means
• A more sustainable approach to cleaning
•	
Reduced energy costs without sacrificing cleanliness
or carpet appearance

Nacecare Vacuum Improvements

QUIET Technology

TIME Saver

SOIL Removal

HEPA Filtration

Reducing Noise Levels Means
•
•

Better for shared spaces and open concept designs
Canister vacuums are now 45/47 dB(A) (from 47/49 dB(A))

ECO EnergySaver

KILLS Bed Bug

BATTERY Technology

Increasing Motor Life
to 2000+ Hours Means
MOTOR Hours

Behind every great vacuum....
is a great motor!

•
•
•
•
•
•

Longer machine life and less down time
Lower cost of operation
The current motor life of an upright is 500 - 800 hours
The current motor life of a canister and backpacks
is 700 - 1000 hours
Our motor life is in excess of 2000 hours
Our motor warranty is 10 years* residential (5 years* if
used in a commercial environment)

Other Improvements
•
•
•

The tapered hose provides the convenience and ergonomics of a 1 1/4” hose
while preserving the clog reducing operation and performance of a 1 1/2” hose.
Our new ergonomic ratchet wand adds up to 6” in length and is standard on all rewind,
backpack and battery vacuum models.
Our floor tools are designed to improve performance, productivity and ease of use.

*Please see the NaceCare warranty policy for full details

Nacecare Cordless Vacuum
HENRY CORDLESS

Enhanced battery power lets you take Henry wherever you
need him

AS29E KIT

Order Codes:
HVB160 with AS29E KIT		
Replacement Bags (NVM-1CH)
Replacement Filter		

With a classic Henry design, this canister vacuum
features powerful suction as well as being cordless.
Two batteries provide 1 hour of run time making it
a battery vacuum that can truly clean your whole
house.

905033
604015
604165

MODEL

HVB 160-2

Motor

250W, 2 Speed

Run Time

30 min. low/20 min. high

Water Lift

55"

Airflow

50 cfm

Capacity

1.6 gal.

Standard Filtration*

0.3 micron @ 99.97%

Noise Level

47 dB(A)

Powerful Cordless Cleaning
Powerful for a quick clean-up of the whole
house. Less emptying with a capacity up to x10
bigger than many other cordless vacuums.
Henry Cordless is ready for quick clean-ups,
vacuuming the whole house, and cleaning the
car… again and again with no stopping to
empty.

Nacecare Cordless Vacuum
3 Cleaning Modes

For Versatility You Can’t Beat Henry
With a wide cleaning track and combination floor tool
Henry Cordless is perfect for both carpets and hard-floors.

Perfect For Cleaning The Car
No other cordless is better equipped for cleaning the
car. No plugs or extensions cords- just quick & powerful
cleaning.
Quickly and effortlessly remove cobwebs and dust. With
The 8’ long flexible hose reaches under seats and across
Henry Cordless the weight of the battery is on the floor not the car, while the crevice tool is amazing for grabbing
in your hand meaning no reaching or straining.
crumbs and mess in narrow gaps, sides of seats, storage
Attach any of the accessories to the long 8’ flexible hose for areas, etc.
detail and difficult to access cleaning.
The compact stiff upholstery brush is perfect for
coarse carpets and the soft dusting brush is ideal for
dashboards and displays.

Tackle Tough Cleaning with
Power Boost
Switch to boost mode and Henry
delivers powerful
cleaning just when you need it.
With Henry Cordless you’ll have
the convenience of battery
without sacrificing the power
you need.

Long Runtime
Enough battery power for the
whole house, on a single battery!
A single battery provides 30
minutes of run time and Henry
cordless comes with two so he’ll
always be ready!

Always Ready
Henry Cordless, just like the Henry
we all know and love but with the
added convenience of battery
cleaning. With two battery packs,
Henry can clean for 60 minutes and
is always ready to go.

Nacecare 160 Series
HENRY 160

The 160 model has all the same great features of the
full-size Henry in a compact package. Lighter and smaller
but with the same impressive suction, performance and
reliability that Henry is famous for.
Order Codes:
HVR 160 with AS0 KIT
903361
Replacement Bags (NVM-1CH)		604015
Replacement Microtex Filter
906422

A Tool for Everywhere in your
House
The Dusting Brush sucks up dust
while you clean. Ultra soft bristles
gently dust televisions and photo
frames. Upholstery Tool is perfectly
sized for stairs and furniture and
the stiff brush makes light work of
car carpets. Accessories store away
neatly on-board so Henry is always
ready wherever you need him.

“A Rated” Cleaning
Powerful, efficient, highfiltration cleaning technology.

MODEL

HVR 160

Motor
Motor Life
Water Lift
Airflow
Capacity
Standard Filtration*
Power Cord
Noise Level

680 W, 0.9 Hp
2000 + hours
100"
120 cfm
1.6 gal.
0.3 micron @ 99.97%
26’
47 dB(A)

Great Features to Make Cleaning
Easy and Effective
Crevice Tool reaches narrow
spaces; perfect for the car, under
appliances and between the
sofa cushions. Complete with
a combination floor tool for
seamlessly switching between
hard floor and carpeted areas as
well as tools for every job. The160
series are perfect for your entire
home.

AST0 COMBO KIT

Nacecare 160 Series
HETTY 160

The 160 Hetty model has all the same great features
and performance of the Henry in a compact and
pretty package. Lighter, smaller, and with on-board
tool storage and wand docking, Hetty is ready to go
wherever you need her. Innovative tools and extension
wands for all those hard to reach places.Hetty can do
everything Henry can and just a little bit more. You help
fund Breast Cancer Research when you bring Hetty
home*.
Order Codes:
HET160 with AS0 KIT
903367
Replacement Bags (NVM-1CH)		604015
Replacement Microtex Filter		906422

Stores Neatly Away
Hetty & Henry 160 store away
nicely with the spring-free cord
rewind system, onboard tool
storage and wand docking
keeping them neat and tidy.

Perfect For Carpets And Hard-Floors
Complete with a combination floor tool
for seamlessly switching between hard
floor and carpeted areas.
Optional turbo floor tools for heavier
carpeted areas.

MODEL

HVR 160

Motor
Motor Life
Water Lift
Airflow
Capacity
Standard Filtration*
Power Cord
Noise Level

680 W, 0.9 Hp
2000 + hours
100"
120 cfm
1.6 gal.
0.3 micron @ 99.97%
26’
47 dB(A)

Emptying with No Dust and No Mess
Hetty’s innovative self-seal tab locks all
the dust in the bag, meaning emptying
with no dust and no mess.

AST0 COMBO KIT

Nacecare 160 Series
HENRY ALLERGY

Up to 1 in 3 of us suffer from dust-related allergies,
triggered by minuscule allergens like pollen, pet
dander and dust mites hiding in our homes. These
unwelcome guests easily escape even the most
powerful household vacuums. Luckily, Henry Allergy is
here to help!
An H-13 class HEPA filter is combined with a TriTex
secondary filter and HepaFlo filter bag to trap
particles 800 times smaller in width than a human
hair!
What Goes In, Stays In
Henry’s innovative self-seal tab locks allergens in
the bag not escaping back into your home when you
empty him.

Easy Cleaning
Henry Allergy delivers powerful
cleaning results throughout your
home, removing microscopic
allergens like dust spores, pollen
and bacteria from carpets, stairs
and upholstery.
Order Codes:
HVA160 with AST 9 Kit
Replacement Bags
Microtex Filter		

908144
604015
906422

“A Rated Allergy” Friendly
Cleaning
Henry’s high-efficiency, long-life
H-13 Filter plus two added layers
of filtration trap particles and
improve the air quality of your
home.
Tested in an independent
laboratory and approved by the
British Allergy Foundation.

MODEL

HVA160-11

Motor
Motor Life
Water Lift
Airflow
Capacity
Standard Filtration*
Power Cord
Noise Level

680 W, 0.9 Hp
2000 + hours
100"
120 cfm
1.6 gal.
0.3 micron @ 99.97%
26’
47 dB(A)

AST9 KIT

Versatile tool set
Delivers powerful cleaning
results, keeping your home
clean and free from common
allergens. This Henry is ready
to tackle allergens anywhere
around the home with less
stopping to unplug or empty.

Nacecare 160 Series

Stop Allergens in their Tracks
His HEPA filter easily traps household allergens, such as
pollen, pet dander and dust mites, which are left behind
by most household vacuums.

No Dust, No Mess, No Allergens
Henry HepaFlo bags with innovative self-seal tab lock
dust in the bag, so unlike with many bagless vacuums,
you can empty with no dust, no mess, and no allergens
escaping.
Stores Neatly Away
On-board tool storage
means tools are always to
hand and neatly packed
away.

A Tool for Every Job
There are hotspots for allergens all around the home,
including carpets, upholstery, mattresses and stairs, but
Henry Allergy has a tool to reach them all.

Perfect for Carpets and Hard-floors
Henry Allergy has not 1, but 2 powerful floor tools for
targeted cleaning whatever the floor. Easily switch
between carpets and hard-floors with his highperformance Combi Floor Tool. Simply set brushes
down for hard-floors and up for carpets, and you’ll
achieve powerful results on either floor. For “A Rated”
results on hard-floors, Henry Allergy is equipped with a
specialist FreeFlo Tool, giving you optimum pick-up.

Nacecare 160 Series
HENRY PETCARE
Specially designed for homes with pets, the Henry
PET has a MicroFresh activated charcoal filter, which
minimizes odours that can be caused by pets.
Comes with 3 floor tools: including an air turbo for
picking up pet hair from carpet, our high performing
combo tool and a Airobrush for everywhere in your
home
Wide operating range with long cord
On-board tool storage & wand docking system
Quiet operation makes Henry PetCare easy on your
pets

Great Features - Versatile tool set delivers powerful
cleaning results throughout the home, removing
microscopic allergens like dust spores, pollen and
bacteria from carpets, stairs and upholstery.
Order Codes:
HPC 160-with HST0 kit		
908346
Replacement Bags			604015
MicroFresh Replacement Filter
604170

MODEL

HPC 160-11 (Petcare)

Motor
Motor Life
Water Lift
Airflow
Capacity
Standard Filtration*

680 W, 0.9 Hp
2000 + hours
100"
120 cfm
1.6 gal.
0.3 micron @ 99.97%

Power Cord
Noise Level

26’
47 dB(A)

Great for pet owners
Specially designed for homes with pets, the Henry PET
has a MicroFresh activiated charcoal filter, which helps
minimize odours that can be caused by pets.

HST0 KIT

Nacecare 160 Series

Great Features for Homes with Pets
Henry Pet has all the great features of the Henry you
know and love, with the added bonus of extra pet friendly
features.

Perfect for Pet Owners
HairoBrush easily picks-up stubborn pet hairs from
carpets and stairs.

Stores Neatly Away
On-board tool storage means tools are always to hand
and neatly packed away.

Powerful Cleaning
Powerful, efficient and long-life cleaning technology.

Reduce Pet Odours
Charcoal activated MicroFresh filter tackles lingering
pet odours, meaning what goes in, stays in.

Nacecare 160 Series
HENRY XTRA

Xtra Features
All the features of the Henry you know and love, plus
more! Includes Air Turbo for carpets, specialist hardfloor tool.
Ultimate All-rounder
Carpets, hard-floors, cars, stairs, DIY… nothing beats a
Henry for versatility.
Specialist Hard-floor Tool
Lightweight, powerful and engineered to provide peak
suction performance on hard-floors.
Emptying with No Dust and No Mess
Henry’s innovative self-seal tab locks all the dust in the
bag, meaning emptying with no dust and no mess.
Efficient “A Rated” Cleaning
Powerful and efficient cleaning technology from
Henry’s high-efficiency, long-life motor.
Stores Neatly Away
On-board tool storage means tools are always to hand
and neatly packed away.

Henry Xtra Air Turbo
The Air turbo uses Henry’s powerful
airflow to operate the turbo brush,
actively lifting dirt from the carpet
fibers.
Order Codes:
HVX 160-11With Extra Kit 900788
Replacement Bags		
604015
Replacement Filter		
906422

MODEL

HVX160-11

Motor
Motor Life
Water Lift
Airflow
Capacity
Standard Filtration*
Power Cord
Noise Level

680 W, 0.9 Hp
2000 + hours
100"
120 cfm
1.6 gal.
0.3 micron @ 99.97%
26’
47 dB(A)

Stores Neatly Away
On-board tool storage means
tools are always to hand and
neatly packed away.

XST0 KIT

Perfect for hard floors
Henry Xtra’s hard-floor tool is
engineered to provide peak
suction performance on hardfloors. With his huge1.5 gallon
capacity, Henry Xtra keeps you
cleaning for longer.

Nacecare 180 Series
JAMES 180

James is smaller, slightly lighter and easier to carry than
our traditional Henry 200 – yet still powerful and reliable.
He is the frugal member of the family, providing professional
level cleaning and great value. The plugged cord means
replacing the cord couldn’t be easier.
Keeping the cord and accessories tidy is taken care of with
the on-board storage.
Ideal for homes with hard floor surfaces and low pile
carpets.
Order Codes:
JVP180 / Standard kit
Replacement Bags		
Replacement Filter		

Compact and Convenient
Packed full of great features,
including a convenient carry
handle, on-board tool and cord
storage, and cable replacement
system (…just in case!)
MODEL

HVP180 (James)

Motor
Motor Life
Water Lift
Airflow
Capacity
Standard Filtration*
Power Cord
Noise Level

680 W, 0.9 Hp
2000 + hours
100"
120 cfm
2 gal.
0.3 micron @ 96%
33’
47 dB(A)

Powerful, Professional and
Convenient Cleaning
Perfect for DIY projects and
everyday cleaning.
If you’re looking for powerful,
professional and convenient
cleaning, James is your man.

AH0 KIT

900764
604015
604165

Wand docking allows for easy storage

Professional specification brings a 33’
power cord and 1.5 gal. capacity.
When he’s finished James packs away
nicely with on-board wand and floortool storage.

Nacecare 200 Series
HENRY 200

Henry is famous for performance, energy efficiency and a
professional grade 2000 + hour motor. You’ll enjoy quiet
operation, superior soil recovery, excellent filtration &
40 feet of trouble free cleaning.
Approved by the Carpet and Rug Institute.
Energy efficient - “A Rated”
High Efficiency Motor - high efficiency long life motor.
33’ Cord- Easy reach, 33’ cord and rewind storage system.
Microtex Filtration System - Improves filtration,
cleanliness and capacity.
Wand Docking - Convenient, on-board wand docking
storage.
HepaFlo - Easy to change high efficiency HepaFlo bags.
Professional Accessory Set - A tool for every job, full
accessory kit AS1 with stainless steel wand set.
Standard Kit:
Ideal for homes with hardwood floors and limited carpets.

Tools for every job
Carpets, hard-floors, cars, stairs, DIY…
nothing beats a Henry for versatility.
Crevice Tool reaches narrow spaces,
perfect for the car, under appliances
and down the back of the sofa.
Order Codes
HVR200 with AS1 kit
Replacement bags		
Replacement filter		

Perfect for Carpets and Hardfloors
Easily switch between carpets
and hard-floors with Henry’s high
performance combi floor tool.

900765
604015
604311

MODEL

HVR 200-11

Motor
Motor Life
Water Lift
Airflow
Capacity
Standard Filtration*
Power Cord
Noise Level

680 W, 0.9 Hp
2000 + hours
100"
120 cfm
2.5 gal.
0.3 micron @ 99.97%
33’
47 dB(A)

No Dust Cloud, What Goes In
Stays In
Henry’s innovative self-seal tab
locks all the dust in the bag
meaning emptying with no dust
and no mess.

AST1 STANDARD KIT

Nacecare 200 Series
HETTY 200

Hetty (short for Henrietta) is not just a pretty face! She has
all impresive specifications of Henry and is packed full of
innovative features.
The cord and storage rewind system is a work of art, trouble
free and spring free and it keeps everything neat and tidy.
Professional specification brings a 33” power cord and
2.5 gal drum capacity, keeping you cleaning for longer.
Ideal for homes with hardwood floors and limited carpets.
NaceCare makes a donation to help fund
Breast Cancer research with every Hetty sold.*

“A Rated” Cleaning
Powerful and efficient cleaning
technology
Order Codes:
HET200 with AS1 kit
Replacement Bags		
Replacement Filter		

Wand docking allows for easy
storage
When she’s finished Hetty packs
away nicely with on-board wand
and floor-tool storage.

Perfect All-rounder
Carpets, hard-floors, cars, stairs,
DIY… nothing beats a Hetty for
versatility.

900777
604015
604311

AS1 STANDARD KIT
MODEL

HET

200-11

Motor
Motor Life
Water Lift
Airflow
Capacity
Standard Filtration*
Power Cord
Noise Level

680 W, 0.9 Hp
2000 + hours
100"
120 cfm
2.5 gal.
0.3 micron @ 99.97%
33’
47 dB(A)

Nacecare 200 Series
HENRY EXTRA

Henry Xtra has all the standard features of Henry and
more. The hard floor brush is a real bonus when cleaning
extensive hard surface and the air turbo brush is ideal
for carpeted areas. All this and now even more energy
efficient...that’s Xtra good!
Professional specification brings a 33’ power cord and 2.5
gallon capacity, keeping you cleaning for longer. When
he’s finished ,Henry packs away nicely with on-board
wand and floor-tool storage
Compact but offering professional 2.5 gal. capacity
Easy reach, 33’ cord and rewind storage system
Easy to change HepaFlo bags
MicroTex filtration system improves filtration,
cleanliness and indoor air quality
A tool for every job, full accessory kit XST1 with
stainless steel wand set
XTRA Turbo Kit:
Ideal for homes with hardwood floors and more carpet

Ultimate All-rounder
Carpets, hard-floors, cars, stairs,
DIY… nothing beats a Henry for
versatility.
Order Codes:
HVX 200 With Extra Kit
Replacement Bags		
Replacement Filter		

“A Rated” Cleaning
MicroTex filtration system
improves filtration,
cleanliness and indoor air
quality.

900788
604015
604311

MODEL

HVX200-11

Motor
Motor Life
Water Lift
Airflow
Capacity
Standard Filtration*
Power Cord
Noise Level

680 W, 0.9 Hp
2000 + hours
100"
120 cfm
2.5 gal.
0.3 micron @ 99.97%
33’
47 dB(A)

XST1 KIT

Specialist Hard-Floor Tool
Lightweight, powerful in use, and
engineered to provide peak suction
performance on hard-floors, including
laminate, tiles and wood.

Nacecare Wet & Dry Vacuums
Built for the Tough Stuff
Cleaning up after DIY takes no time at all for Charles’ powerful
1200 W motor
Ready for Anything
Change from wet to dry pick-up (and back again) quickly and
easily.Never-rust aluminum wands ensure you are ready to
tackle whatever comes along
Great Features for the Toughest Cleaning
Long -life, big performance motor. Large capacity container,
long cord, carry handle and accessory kit
A Tool for Every Job
Whether wet or dry, hard-floor or carpet, upholstery or had to
reach, Charles is equipped for the job
Emergency Cleans & DIY
Blocked sinks, showers, household leaks, spills and more…
Charles is always ready
No Dust Cloud
What Goes In Stays In- Charles’ innovative self-seal tab locks all
the dust in the bag, meaning emptying with no dust and no
mess after dry use
Compact & Convenient
DIY, car, home, garage… Nothing beats a Charles for versatility

CHARLES

Charles in the wet
More than just a regular vacuum
cleaner, this machine is capable of
sucking up water, as well as other
liquids, making it an extremely
useful for any residential or
professional cleaner.
Order Codes:
CVC370 / Standard kit
Replacement Bags		
Replacement TriTex Filter

Charles in the dry
Built with powerful 1200W TwinFlo
motor, this machine is capable of
lifting the most stubborn dust and
dirt that accumulates in our homes
and cars.

838170
604015
604165

MODEL

CVC 370 (Charles)

Motor
Water Lift
Airflow
Capacity
Standard Filtration*
Power Cord
Noise Level

1200 W, 1.6 Hp
110"
95 cfm
4 gal.
0.3 micron @ 96%
33’
61 dB(A)

A21A KIT

Perfect for Office and Home
It has a dry capacity of 4 gallons,
which is ideal for professional
cleaners who want a machine that
will vacuum an entire floor of an
office without having to empty the
bag half way through.

Nacecare Wet & Dry Vacuums
The true “all in one” machine that is totally at home be it
in the wet or the dry. This classic is genuinely the family
friend: dry vacuuming, wet vacuuming, scrubbing and
drying hard floors, deep cleaning the carpet, cleaning the
upholstery, unblocking the sink; you name it, George is
your man.

GEORGE

The combination of our highly efficient Twinflo’ bypass
vacuum motor and our powerflo’ pump system provides
you with professional cleaning standards, anytime,
anywhere with exceptional results.
The George, designed to work extensively and for long
hours and performs to a professional standard.
Great for cleaning everything in your home.
Order Codes
GVE370 / Standard kit
Replacement bags		
Replacement Tritex filter

Perfect for wet vacuum
The combination of our highly
efficient turboflo vacuum turbine
and the power flo pump system
provides you with professional
cleaning anytime, anywhere,
providing exceptional results.

MODEL

GVE 370 (George)

Motor
Motor Life
Water Lift
Airflow
Capacity
Standard Filtration*
Power Cord
Noise Level

1060 W, 1.6 Hp
2000 + hours
110"
95 cfm
4 gal.
0.3 micron @ 96%
33’
61 dB(A)

The “George” is the most
useful and versatile 3 in 1
carpet cleaner for cleaning
carpets and upholstery.

838670
604016
604165

Clean Hard-floors
Often, mops and steam cleaners
don’t separate clean and dirty
water and simply push dirt around.
George takes water and detergent
from the clean water tank, breaks
down grease and grime, and cleans
the floor with his unique dual
scrub brush. He then sucks-up the
water into the dirty water tank,
leaving your floors clean, hygienic
and touch dry!

A 26A STANDARD KIT

George has every tool you will ever need...

Nacecare Pro Clean Vacuums
 or those heavier jobs around the house, workshop, home
F
office or small business; we have selected a few pieces of key
equipment from our professional line. These commercial
pieces don’t all have a face but their performance will
certainly leave you smiling.

CV 570

WV 800

T he Combivac 570 (CV 570) features dual filtration that can be
used wet & dry concurrently without changing filters. Perfect
for cleaning up slush and mess from entryways and mats.
The WV 800 can be used with a wet or dry filter and with it’s
11 gallong capacity is perfect for large jobs.
WV 800 is manufactured from polyethylene so there is
absolutely nothing to rust. The WV 800 is equipped with a
drain hose while the CV 570 has handles for easy dumping.
Powered by 1200 watt bypass motors providing 100” of lift
and 95 cfm of airflow both units boast excellent wet or dry
recovery.
Both units incorporate our ball float wet shutoff assembly:
the ball rotates continually, staying clean and free from debris
while ensuring water does not reach the motor.

A Tool For Every Job
Professional wet and dry accessory
kit with stainless steel wand set
Order Codes: (CV 570)
BB8 kit/ Standard kit 903566

The Tritex filter provides 0.3
micron filtration at 96% efficiency

The float ensures that water never
reaches the motor

BB8 STANDARD KIT

Order Codes: (WV 800)
A11 kit 830472

MODEL

CV 570 / WV 800

Motor
Motor Life
Water Lift
Airflow
Capacity
Standard Filtration*
Power Cord
Noise Level

1200 W, 1.6 Hp
1,100 hours
100"
95 cfm
6 gal./11 gal.
0.3 micron @ 96%
42’
64 dB(A)

A11 STANDARD KIT

Nacecare Pro Clean Vacuums
Commercial Dry Vacuums The 380 Series
PSP 380

PPR 380

An ultra quiet, ultra powerful canister vacuum cleaner 		
with low amp draw and high airflow
Quiet operation for noise sensitive environments at 		
47 dB(A).
The “Plug Cable” system on the PSP 380 allows anyone to
change the power cord quickly and easily, reducing any
downtime
Moves from hard floor to carpet without tipping over.
Excellent 0.3 micron filtration at 98.6% efficiency for 		
improved Indoor Air Quality.
Easy to use cord wrap system allows the power cord to 		
be stored neatly without tangles.

Powerful 680 watt vacuum motor provides
100” waterlift and 120 CFM of airflow.
Lowest energy draw vacuum motor ever made for use
in a commercial vacuum cleaner.
The PPR380 is more than just a smiling face. It featuring
a 1.6 Hp, commercial motor, 4.5 gallons capacity with
convenient disposable HEPA bags.
Fully equipped with a 33’ cord with an easy rewinder,
8’ x 1 1/4” hose with stainless steels wands, complete
attachment set and Combo Tool for Rug/Floor cleaning.
The combination floor and carpet brush makes it easy
to transition between carpet and flooring without
switching heads.
Equipped with a thermal overload for long-term motor
protection and operator safety.

Order Codes: (PSP 380)
PSP 380 / with Power Head 8027121
Replacement Bags		
604016
Replacement Filter		
604311

Order Codes: (PPR 380)
PPR380 / with Power Head 8027131
Replacement Bags		
604016
Replacement Filter		
604165

MODEL

PSP 380 / PPR 380

Motor

680W, 2,000+hours

Weight

16 lbs. /17 lbs.

Water Lift

100”

Power Cord

33’

Airflow

120 cfm

Noise Level

47 dB(A)

Capacity

4 gal. / 4.5 gal.

Tank Construction

Poly / Structural Foam

Filtration (PSP380)

0.3 micron @ 98.6% eff.

Filtration (PPR380)

0.3 micron @ 99.97% eff.

Nacecare Pro Clean Vacuums
Backpack Vacuums RSV 150
The adjustable back support, waist and shoulder
straps are designed to minimize operator fatigue and
the hose features swivel fittings to ensure tangle-free
operation. This unit is equipped with a four-stage
filtration system providing 0.3-micron filtration at
99.97% efficiency, improving indoor air quality and
reducing dust in the building.
The patented ribs inside of the tank ensure no suction
is lost because the bag is never allowed to seal
against the side of the tank cutting off the flow of air.
This guarantees maximum performance right up until
the bag is full.
At only 12 pounds, the RSV 150 is among the lightest
full-size backpacks on the market. It is extremely
powerful offering 680 watt motors providing 100"
of lift and 120 cfm of airflow. For operator safety it is
fitted with a thermal protection device.

Comfort mesh backing, height
adjustment and thicker shoulder straps
for optimum comfort & support
Order Codes
RSV 150 / Standard kit
Replacement bags		
Replacement filter		

Telescopic wand easily adjusts
for your height

900770
604011
604914

MODEL

RSV 150

Motor
Water Lift
Airflow
Capacity
Standard Filtration*
Power Cord
Noise Level
Tank Construction

620 W
100"
120 cfm
6 qt.
0.3 micron @ 99.97% eff.
50’
63 dB(A)
Poly

The combination filter provides 0.3
micron filtration at 99.97% efficiency

ASTB1 STANDARD KIT

Nacecare Accessories
For a full listing of accessories, visit retail.nacecare.com

FLOOR TOOLS

Combination Floor Tools
PF 270 11” (160 series)
Order Code 902923
PF 290 12” (200/380 Series)
Order Code 601729
Combination Floor Tool
High-performance combination
floor tool. Easily switch between
carpets and hard-floors for
powerful cleaning results
throughout the home.

Turbo Brush:
Air Driven Floor Tool
Order Code 907424

Turbo Cat:
Large Air Driven Floor Tool
Order Code 8040495

Air Driven Turbo Tools
Powerful, air driven turbine power-heads that harness the airflow of the
vacuum for deep, thorough cleaning. Lightweight and easy to maneuver,
with low-profile bodies perfect for cleaning under furniture. Brushroll
cleaning for carpets without separate power-cords, batteries or additional
electricity.

HEPA-FLO Bags

NVM-1CH- fits 160, 180 & 200
series vacuums
Order Code 604015

NVM-2BH- fits all 300 series
vacuums
Order Code 604016

NVM-1AH- fits RSV 130
Order Code 604011

Vacuum Filters & Batteries

Micro-Tex Filter Fits 160 series
vacuums
Order Code 906422

MicroFresh Filter for PetCare
Order Code 604170

Charger & Battery for HVB 160
Order Code
Battery Charger
904395
Replacement Battery (Each) 904382

Nacecare Warranty
WARRANTY
Domestic Vacuum Program
Domestic Vacuums
160, 180, 200 Series, CVC 370, GVE 370
Motor: 10 years as long as NaceCare OEM Vacuum Bags are used in the machine otherwise it is reduced to 2 years.
Parts:

10 years on switches, tanks and electrical parts excluding wear items (see list below) .

Labour: 3 years
* Please note: Any Domestic models used Commercially will be covered by the Commercial Warranty which is listed below

Pro Clean Vacuum Program
Canister Dry and Backpack Vacuums

Canister Wet and Wet/Dry Vacuums

(PSP 380, PPR 380, RSV 130

(CV 570)

Motor: 5 years as long as NaceCare OEM Vacuum Bags are

Motor: 2 years

		

used in the machine otherwise it is reduced to 2

Parts:

2 years on switches and electrical parts excluding

		

years.

		

wear items (see list below).

Parts:

2 years on switches and electrical parts excluding

Labour: 2 years

		

wear items (see list below) .

Labour: 2 years

Numerous items wear out under normal usage conditions. These items are not eligible for warranty coverage. These include: vacuum
hoses, hose cuffs, hose fittings, brushes, belts, filters, filter screens, grips, Castors, Wheels, Tires, Light Bulbs, Gaskets, Carbon brushes,
fuses, drain hoses, power cords, bearings, o-rings, armatures, and vacuum bags.
For further details on our warranty policy please ask your authorized dealer or contact NaceCare Solutions directly at 1 (800) 387-3210.

Over the last 40 years we have made more than 10 million Henrys, and most of them are still in use
today.
Independently rated as the U.K’s most reliable vacuum brand, Henry is built to last. He may have
changed slightly over the years, with new technology and features, but his professional design has
stood the test of time. We can even still service the very first Henry today as there really is no
stopping him.
Since Henry first rolled off the production line in 1980, he has grown in popularity.
The No.1 professional choice and best-selling canister vacuum in the U.K, he is exported to more than
86 countries world-wide.
Originally designed to clean offices and hotels, Henry is the cleaner of choice with professionals and
the public alike. Seen everywhere from building sites to Number 10 Downing Street and the Houses
of Parliament, Henry has become a unique part of culture.You’ll find Henry enthusiasts all over the
internet as well as independent reviews on YouTube and five star ratings on Amazon.
We build a Henry every 30 seconds...that’s more Henrys per minute than babies born in the U.K and
flights taking off from London Heathrow Airport!
Now Henry has come to North America and we know that same great performance and value is
going to make him loved on this side of the pond; so we start on the next 10 million.

Long live Henry!

Made in the UK
415 Annagem Blvd.
Mississauga, Ontario, L5T 3A7
1.800.387.3210 TOLL-FREE
1.800.709.2896 FAX
retail.nacecare.com

